NCDEX Price Dissemination through SMS service
NCDEX has introduced SMS based price dissemination service for benefit of stake holders. NCDEX shall disseminate Bhavcopy Price information of all the running futures contract of the symbols subscribed. Applicants desirous
to receive the price information are required to follow below process.

How to Subscribe ?
Un-Subscription

Step 1 Subscription Request
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Step 1 Send Unsubscribe request
If user wishes to unsubscribe, send –
UNSUB <space> SYMBOL1, SYMBOL2 to 9664096640
The sample text is as follows UNSUB BARLEYJPR, CHARJDDEL
NOTE –
1) SMS sent by the user should be in valid format. Commodity names
should be in valid format.

Sample SMS formats are as follows –
If user wants to subscribe for BARLEYJPR, CHARJDDEL
SUB BARLEYJPR, CHARJDDEL F
SUB BARLEYJPR, CHARJDDEL O If he is a not a Farmer
If user wants to subscribe for only 1 symbol
SUB BARLEYJPR F If he is a Farmer If he is a Farmer
SUB BARLEYJPR 0 If he is a not a Farmer

Step 2 Confirmation SMS will be sent
by NCDEX
Once a valid subscription SMS is received, NCDEX will send a
confirmation SMS to the user.
The sample text will be as follows.
Unsubscription request is processed. The exchange would not send
updates for <Symbol1>, <Symbol2> from next working day.

NOTE –
1) In case, you are a farmer, SMS – ‘F ‘else SMS ‘O’ after the Symbol name.
2) Kindly refer to our website www.ncdex.com for valid symbol names.
3) User can subscribe for at the most two Symbols for price dissemination service.
4) SMS sent by the user should be in valid format. Symbol names should be in valid format.
In case you SMS format and / or symbol names are not valid, you will receive an invalid
format SMS from NCDEX.
The request could not be processed as the message format is invalid. To subscribe, sms SUB
Symbol1,Symbol2 F/O and to unsubscribe UNSUB Symbol1,Symbol2.

Step 2 Adherence to the Disclaimer
Once a valid SMS is received, NCDEX will send the disclaimer as below Usage of Price Information disseminated is subject to “Price Dissemination Disclaimer” as on
the website of NCDEX. Refer website for full Text of Disclaimer.
SMS AGREE to 9664096640 to adhere and proceed with registration.
User will need to send a SMS: AGREE to 9664096640 to adhere to the disclaimer and
complete the registration process.

Step 3 Exchange Confirmation
Once the above SMS is received, user will be subscribed to Price dissemination of requested
symbols and will receive following confirmation SMS from NCDEX Thank you for registering with NCDEX. The exchange would send updates for <SYMBOL1>
and <SYMBOL2> from next working day.
NCDEX shall send price alerts for all the running contracts of the symbols subscribed on a
daily basis for a period of 60 days to the user’s registered mobile number.

Service Renewal Process
Once you become a registered user, based on the
symbols you had selected, you will start getting
SMS on a daily basis for 60 days only.
After 60 days you will have re-register yourself by
following the registration process as described
above once again.

How to Change Subscription ?
The flow of changing symbols subscribed is same as
‘Registration Process’. Once the user subscribes for
other symbols, the previous subscription will be
overwritten.

Price Dissemination Disclaimer

This dissemination of Commodity prices are only for the purpose of information and shall not be construed as any offer for
sale/purchase or guidance/persuasion for the same. Any decision relying upon the said prices shall be solely attributable to
the respective users/Members/Constituents and neither NCDEX nor its affiliates or their employees, directors or agents shall
be liable or responsible or liable in any manner whatsoever for any loss, claims, damages or costs or any action whatsoever
arising out of use or relying on the prices disseminated. Please unsubscribe, if you do not wish to adhere to the disclaimer.

For any queries contact us on
Email : askus@ncdex.com
Tel no : 022-6640 6609-12

www.ncdex.com

